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POS SOFTWARE

that understands you…
From people who

UNDERSTAND POS!

LOGIVISION

strives to create superior point of sale software

that provides secure transaction registration and efficient data
analysis for our customers in the retail industry. We believe that
superior quality in our products and services creates solid relationships with our business partners and guarantees our continued
growth and success.

Improve your check-out operations
with L-POS
What makes a point of sale system work in
your store?
It’s hard to find the POS system that suits your business. Adopting
the right POS will become one of your best business decisions. A
POS should help you reduce manual entries and mundane tasks to
provide you with more time and freedom for other activities.
L-POS is an easy to use, easy to manage point of sale system
designed specifically for retailers seeking rapid transaction entry
and secure data recording. L-POS includes all the tools you need to
design entry screens, manage peripherals and interface with the
back-end application. L-POS improves operations in all types of fast
retail including supermarkets, c-stores, liquor stores, specialty and
general retail.

• PCI Compliant integrated & semi-integrated payment options
• EMV ready
• Cashier monitoring
• Interface to Digital Video Recording software
• Hardware and peripherals management
• Security levels to control access
• Electronic journal for audit trail
• On screen advertising
• Line Busting
• Personalized screen layouts
• Hot key items, flip charts and scanning items
• Training mode
• Mobile checkout counter
• Gift cards
• Gas pump interface

EASY

Focus on your service with an
easy-to-use software like L-POS.
Are your employees offering high quality
service to your clients?
Help them engage eye contact with your customers instead of
wasting time trying to process transactions. L-POS will help you
spend time managing your business and not assisting your
employees at the checkout counter.
Search for a system that will suit you because your business
is unique. L-POS is customizable and will help eliminate repetitive
tasks to simplify your operations. Make sure you can design your
POS to make it intuitive. Then your employees can figure out the
basics easily without your assistance.

Offer a

FAST

and enjoyable client experience
with L-POS.
Do your customers leave your store with a
smile on their face?
The last experience your customers have is the checkout and
payment process. You can make a great impression on them by
speeding up the checkout. No retailer likes to see a cart abandoned
and lose a customer forever. Long checkout lines directly impact
your sales and result in lost revenue.
L-POS is fast and allows cashiers to ring up items rapidly. It must
accept quick forms of payment like debit and credit to reduce time
spent manipulating cash. Can your POS be configured to minimize
the number of steps and reduce the transaction time? Who doesn’t
want to serve more customers in less time? And what about line
busting devices that can speed up queue traffic? And while they
are waiting to pay you may want to consider using L-POS screens to
display ads and images that will promote your business to them.

SECURE

your business with L-POS.

Worried about security?
L-POS keeps

tight

control

over

your

front-end

operations

and allows cashiers and clerks to use the software securely.
L-POS restricts operations and allow you to implement user level
permissions. L-POS interfaces to the proper hardware for scanning
or weighing products. Of course you need a point of sale to print
the right items on the cash receipts and store your information in
a secure audit trail. L-POS will help you track down the data when
you need it.
The retail industry has experienced an alarming number of data
and security breaches that have resulted in the loss of millions of
customers’ credit cards and personal information. It is important
to make sure that your POS meets the required regulations and
policies for accepting credit cards like L-POS.

KEEP TIGHT CONTROL
over your front-end operations

Grocery &
Supermarket

Liquor store &
Specialty

L-POS software for retailers

General &
C-Store

Manage your retail operations
efficiently with L-BOSS
Do you feel that your work days are a constant
race against the clock?
Running a business is complex. From inventory purchases, running
price promotions, staff training, end of day consolidation to all the
other responsibilities that lead to your bank deposits: as a retailer
you end up having a lot on your plate. Trying to achieve everything manually or all alone is going to drag down the success you
deserve.
Using a back-office system like L-BOSS becomes a necessity. You
need to store all your product, employee and customer information securely. A POS back-end engine needs to compile your data
on the fly. It’s important to have access to up to the minute sales
data at all times, not only after complicated end of day processes
required by many systems. L-BOSS will help you analyze what’s
happening in your store any time during the day so you can
forecast what’s coming next.

• Product maintenance and price modeling
• Promotional batches
• Real-time exchange keeps things up-to-date
• Integrated report builder
• Automatic backups
• Transaction search & review
• Employee time clock
• Basic rental tracking
• Cashier and safe balancing
• Transfer data to accounting packages
• Automatic update system is available

Find the right stock balance doing

INVENTORY
CONTROL

Can you afford losing a customer because you
run out of an item?
When a client is in your store, he needs to find what he is looking
for and leave with a smile on his face. L-BOSS will help you manage your inventory to ensure sufficient stock levels, keep track of
orders and validate that your suppliers are delivering the right
products at the listed price.
Your stock is your potential income and recording your inventory
level with L-BOSS is important. Knowing how much you have will
help you monitor your losses. It will help prevent inventory shrinkage due to shoplifting, employee theft as well as damaged goods
or spoilage.

• Stock control & average cost valuation
• Ordering, receiving and store counts
• Inter-store transfers for multi outlet retailers
• Mobile device for price verification and receiving
• Print price labels & shelf tags

Manage, engage and
reward your

CUSTOMERS
Do you really know your customers?
They are the most important people in your business and
managing them is important. One of the biggest challenges
that retailers face is to acquire new customers. And then there
is the bigger challenge of convincing them to come back. Consumers’ expectations are really high because information is
omnipresent and their profile is constantly evolving.
L-BOSS can act as a hub of valuable client information and allow you
to collect basics like age, address, gender and purchase activities.
L-BOSS is a great tool to help you know your customers so you can
create the appropriate offers.

• Manage risks with credit and check limits
• Track account balance, charges and statements
• Manage privileges with discounts and price levels
• Track item purchases per client
• Implement product reward programs
• Earn and burn point system

CENTRALIZE
your efforts with L-BOSS

Your business is blooming and you’re worried your work load will
expand exponentially. Growing your business should be an exciting
challenge. When choosing your POS, make sure that the system is
able to support multiple outlets the way L-BOSS will.
L-BOSS manages remote store data communication which means
you can manage things from your central office. L-BOSS will be
there as you grow that single store into a 5 store chain or the 5
stores into hundreds of locations.

• Data exchange with headquarters
• Retrieve sales information from stores to central system
• Push product, customer and employee data from Central to
target stores

• Transfer products between stores

GROWING YOUR BUSINESS
should be an exciting challenge!

